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THE 3-NEUMANN SOLUTION TO THE INHOMOGENEOUS

CAUCHY-RIEMANN EQUATION IN THE BALL IN C"

BY

F. REESE HARVEY AND JOHN C. POLKING1

Abstract. Let & denote the formal adjoint of the Cauchy-Riemann operator 3 on

C", and let N denote the Kohn-Neumann operator on the unit ball in C". The

operator ê ° N provides a natural fundamental solution for 9/ = g on the ball. It is

our purpose to present the kernel P for this operator # ° N explicitly—the coeffi-

cients are exhibited as rational functions.

1. Introduction. The 3-Neumann problem was proposed by Spencer. The motiva-

tion for the problem comes from a desire to solve the inhomogeneous Cauchy-

Riemann equations. This problem was successfully carried through by Kohn (see [K]

and [FK]). However, none of the kernels shown to exist by Kohn are explictly known

even in the simplest cases. It is our purpose to present one of these kernels explicitly

(the coefficients of the kernel are rational functions).

Let DcC" denote the unit ball. Let # denote the formal adjoint of 3 with respect

to the euclidean metric on D, and let N denote the Kohn-Neumann operator (see §2

for the defining properties of N ). The operator P = d ° A is a modified fundamental

solution for 3 on D; i.e., if K is the Bergman projection, and if ci) is a smooth form on

D, then

<b = 3P<i> + Pdcb + Tief?.

In §2 we will present the kernel of P explicitly.

In §3(A) we will derive five properties of the kernel of the operator P. In §3(B) we

will start with these five properties and show that they uniquely determine a kernel

P(Ç, z) which must then be the kernel of # ° N.

In §4, motivated by the kernel P on the ball, we describe a kernel for solving

3/= g on a general strictly pseudoconvex domain. Then we put P(f, z) into an

alternate form which makes certain properties of P more accessible. For example,

applying the identity above with <p replaced by X/jg, where g is a smooth form on D

and x d denotes the characteristic of D, yields

XDg = HP(xDg)) + P{[bD]0i Ag)

if 3g = 0. Thus, in order for/= P(xdS) to s°lve 3/= g on D, one must show that

P([dD]°-x A g) vanishes. This is immediate from Theorem 4.14 which proves, in

particular, that the part of P tangential in f vanishes on | f |= 1.
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In related work Charpentier [C] has presented an explicit kernel C(£, z) which has

the property that C<¡> = P¿> if <b is a 3 closed 0,1 form. Harvey and Polking [HP2]

have presented a representation for the 3-Neumann kernel on the ball in C" while

Stanton [St] has presented a representation for the 3-Neumann kernel on the

unbounded ball in C. Phoung [Ph] has given an asymptotic expansion for the

3-Neumann kernel in some generality.

2. Statement of the main result. Let D — Dn denote the unit ball in C", and let bD

denote the boundary of D. We consider the euclidean metric on D; and on forms we

adopt the convention that the inner product is generated by the relations

(dz„dzj) = SiJ.

Let L^-q denote the space of /?, q forms on D with square integrable coefficients

together with the inner product

(2.1) (*,*) = ( (d>,t)dX(z).

Gftp.q _ 6¡)p.i,D) and g/>.<? = h3p-q(D) will denote the spaces of smooth forms of

bidegree /?, q which have compact support in D and which are smooth on D,

respectively. The corresponding spaces of all forms will be denoted by L2, ÓD*, and

&*.

Let # denote the formal adjoint of the operator 3 with respect to the inner product

(2.l).Wehave

(2-2) H=~ÎM^
The 3-Laplacian is D = 3d + #3. For <b = 2,<¡>udz' A dzJ E S*, we have

(2.3) n<b = 2(à<t>,j)dz' AdzJ,

where

"       32

(2.4) A = - 2 ^\^-

Let K denote the L| projection onto the null space of D. The operator K is called

the Bergman projection, and its kernel, the Bergman kernel, is given by

(2.5) K{s,z) = {i*iy"[di-d{x-z)Y/{y-î -z)n+l.

I.e.,

(2.6) K$(z)= ¡K(t,z) A ¿.(f),       cbEL

The conventions to be used in interpreting (2.6) and other such formulas used in this

paper are explained in §2 of [HP1]. Briefly, all dz\ are moved to the left in the

product 7C(f, z) A ¿.(f ), and then only terms of bidegree n, n in f are integrated.

Let
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A form <f> E S* satisfies the d-Neumann conditions ii

(2.8) ZJci> = 0   and   Zld<p = 0       on|z|=l.

The 3-Neumann problem is to solve the equations

Uu=f for|z|<l,

ZJw = 0,   ZJ3« = 0    for | z |= 1.

J. J. Kohn has shown that for each/ E L2, there is a unique u E L\ for which

Uu=f-Kf for|z|<l,

(2.9) ZJu = 0,   ZJ3u = 0    f or | z | = 1,

Ku = 0 for|z|<l.

The operator N: L\ -> L\ defined by Nf = u, where u satisfies (2.9), is called the

Neumann operator. In addition to its defining property (2.9), the Neumann operator

has the following properties:

(2.10) K° N = N° K = 0.

(2.11) 3A¿. = A3>,       cbEty*.

(2.12) dN<b = Ndc¡>,       ^E6!)*.

(2.13) N<bE&*    ife.ES*.

For a complete exposition of the 3-Neumann problem see [FK].

It is our purpose here to present explicitly the kernel P(f, z) of the operator ê ° N.

First we recall some classical kernels.

Let

b = (29i)-x\S-zr2({-z)-d(S-z).

Then

(2.14) B($,z)=bA(db)"~1

is the Bochner-Martinelli kernel in C" and satisfies

(2.15) 3P=[A]    onCXC",

where A denotes the diagonal in C" X C, and [A] is the current given by integration

over A. (Note that the coefficients of B are locally integrable functions on C" X C.)

Let

(2.16) a = (2m)-\\-î -z)"'f -rftf-z).

Then

(2.17) S($, z) = a A (da)"-1

is the Cauchy-Szegö kernel on Dn and satisfies

(2.18) \)S = K   on 7) XT).

Finally, in order to describe P, we introduce a new kernel A(Ç, z).
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Definition 2.19. For each 1 « k < n — 1, let

(2.20)
ak = z-d(S-z)AS ■d(S-z)A[dz-d($-z)]k-iA[dï;   d(S - z)] "-*-1.

Also, let

(2.21) Xk = (-\)k-](2m)-""l  ( " -{_- l )a-V-«,

where

(2.22) a=l-fz   and   t = 1 - z -f - z -f + |z|2|f |2.

Then the kernel A is defined by

(2-23) ¿tt,*)=2x*«",*K.
/t=i

Now we can state the main result.

Theorem 2.24. The kernel P(f, z) corresponding to the operator ê ° N on the unit

ball in C" is represented explicitly as

(2.25) P = P-S + 3.4,

where B is the Bochner-Martinelli kernel, S is the Cauchy-Szegö kernel and A is a new

kernel defined by (2.23).

The proof will be given in the next section.

Several equivalent descriptions of the new kernels A and P will be given in §4.

There is one other description of A that we wish to mention immediately because of

its elegance.

Proposition 2.26. The kernel A defined by (2.23) can be rewritten as

(2.27) ¿ = aA/jA2 (3a)*"1 A (3/J)""*"1,
Ar=l

where

(2.28) if •<*«;-')
2m\ a

and

(2.29) ,       ■    (f-«-M{-«)
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Proof.

A = 2 Xkuk
k-\

n—\  n~k

= (2«i)-n2   2 (-!)*"'(". ;' , Ma-V-f-rf(r-z)
fc=i;=l I    *-l    /

Af •í/a-z)A[í/f-í/a-z)]*-,A[í/f .¿(f-z)]"-

= (2irir 2 ff-V-«f-¿(f-i)Af -dtf-z) a[#  •i/(f-z)]/   '
7=1

a ¥ (" ~i~! )(-i)""'[^ • ¿a - oi*-1 A[rff -¿a - *)]"-'"

n-\

= (277/)-" 2 a-V-'f -¿tf-z) A(f-z)-da-z)
7=1

a[# -d(S~ z)]J-lA[d(Í-z)-d(¡:-z)]H-J-i

= aA/JA2 (3a)7"' A(3/J)""y'_1.
7=1

3. Construction of the kernel P for t? ° N. The purpose of this section is to give the

proof of Theorem 2.24. In part (A) of this section we review five properties of ft ° N.

In part (B) we will show that these five properties uniquely determine an explicit

kernel P(f, z) which then must be the kernel of#°JV.

(A) Properties of ê ° N. For the time being, let P(f, z) denote the kernel of the

operator ê ° N. Then

{rN<t>(z)=Jp(Ç,z)A<b(Ç),       <p 6j)*_

Let A denote the diagonal in D X D, and let [A] denote the n, n current in D X D

consisting of integration over A. The current [A] is the kernel of the identity operator

on öD* (see §2 in [HP1]).

Proposition 3.1. The kernel P(f, z) of the operator & ° N has the following five

properties:

(a)3P(f,z) = [A]-7vUz)m7)X7).

(b)#rP(J, z) = 0/'«£>X D.

(c)ZJP(f,z) = 0/or|z|= l,m<l-

(d)P(f,*)A</(fy-z;) = 0,l</<»i.
(e) P is invariant under the diagonal action of the unitary group U(n) on D X D.

Remark 3.2. The list of properties of the kernel P(f, z) in Proposition 3.1 can

easily be reformulated as an equivalent list of properties of the operator P = d ° N
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(see [HP1, Theorem 2.8] for part (a)):

(a) 4>-K4> = dP<j> + Pdcb, cb E ¿D*.

(b) &P<t> = 0, $ E «D*.

(c) ZJP<í> = 0   for\z\= 1, <í>E¿D*.

(d) P(dzjA<p) = -dzjAP<b, tf>E6Ù*,\<j<n.

(e) P(u*<b) = u*Peb, uE U(n),4>EbU*.

In proving Proposition 3.1  it will frequently be more convenient to prove the

equivalent points of Remark 3.2.

Proof, (a) By (2.9) we have D Neb = cb - Kcb, and by (2.11), (2.12),

D Neb = de Neb + ddNcb = dPcb + &Ndcb = dPcb + Pdcb.

(b) Since #2 = 0, 9P = d2N = 0.

(c) By (2.9) Z J N(f, z ) = 0 if | z | = 1. Thus there is a form h($, z) such that

ZJA(f,z) = (l-|z|2)//(f,z).

Clearly, ZJA(f, z) = 0. But then

ZJP(f, z) = ZJ(^/V(f, z)) = -d,(ZJ/V(f, z))

= -02[(l - |z|2)//(f, z)] = -(1 - U|2)f-Mí. 0 - ZJAtf, z)

vanishes if |z|= 1.

(d) Notice that

D(dzy A cb) = ifey A □<£,        Zj(i/zy A <#>) = -dz, A (ZJd>),

and

T^ak, A<f>) =dZ/AKcb.

It follows from (2.9) that N(dzj A <b) = dzj A A<i>, and

P{dzJ Acb) = d/V(dzy A $) = ê{dzJ A A<i>) = -dzj A P<f>.

(e)Letii E U(n). Then

3(n*<f>) = «*3<i>,       &(u*cb) = u*&4>,       n(u*cb) = u*n<b,

Zl(u*4>) = u*{Zl<b),       K(u*cb) = u*K<b,

and as before it follows that

N(u*4>) = u*Ncp,       P(u*<b) = u*P<b.

(B) The kernel />(£, z). Since 3P = [A] - K and 3(77 - 5) = [A] - K, there

exists an n, n — 2 current A on D X D such that

(3.3) P = B - S + dA.

The kernels P, B, and 5 all satisfy Proposition 3.1(d), (e). Thus dA also satisfies

these conditions and, without losing anything, we may assume that A does too. We

will state the effect of these properties as a lemma.
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Lemma 3.4. Suppose A is an n, n — 2 form on D X D which is invariant under the

diagonal action of the unitary group U(n) on D X D and satisfies A A ¿7(f. — z ■) = 0,

1 sSj ^ n. Then

n-\

(3.5) ,4=2 X*(f,*K,
k=\

where the coefficients Xk are invariant under the diagonal action of U(n), and

cck = z-d(<-z)A^ -d($-z)A[dz-d{$-z)]k-] A[df  •</(?-z)]"~*_l,

as in Definition 2.19.

Lemma 3.4 is an essential part of the analysis. It says in effect that up to

multiplication by an invariant function there is only one invariant n, n — 2 form

(with k — 1 <7z's and n — k — 1 d$ 's). Lemma 3.4 reduces the problem to finding

the coefficients Xk- The proof of Lemma 3.4 is tedious and uninspiring so we will

relegate the proof to an appendix and proceed.

Since the functions X/¿(f> z) are invariant we can write

(3.6) Xk(£>z) = Xk(r> P,w,w),

where

(3.7) r=|z|2,    p=m2,    w = t -z,    w = S-z.

The problem now is to find the coefficient functions Xk-

An easy calculation shows that 92B = &ZS = 0. Thus using Proposition 3.1(b) and

(3.3) we have

(3.8) &ßA = 0.

Notice that if the coefficients x k are invariant, then &,A =0 is automatic. Thus

&2\A = -dçdzA = 0,

and (3.8) becomes

(3.9) OzA = [&ß2 + 3>J A = 0.

Using (2.3) and (3.6) we see that

nz(Xkuk) = [&Xk - dx*/^]«*-

Thus the condition that &z P = 0 has been uncoupled into a set of scalar conditions

on the functions x*; namely

(3.10) AXk - dxk/9r = 0,        l<k<n-l.

Notice that if

" a 2

A  =-2 -^—

and if cb — cb(r, p, w, w) is an invariant function, then

. 32<i>  ,       32</>   ,  _   3<i> 3<i> deb
M = - r-rr + w^-f- + w~= + p^-f-r + n^

dr2 draw drdw        dwdw dr
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Consequently (3.10) can be rewritten

(3.11) A„+iXa=0,       Kk<n-l.

Thus the invariant functions Xk must De harmonic in Dn+X.

Next we interpret the boundary condition (property (c) in Proposition 3.1) on P.

By (3.3) on | z |= 1 we must have

ZAdA = -ZJP

= (2ir/)""(fi - 1) If - z[2"z -d(S -z)Af-d(í-z)

A[d(S-z)-d(i-z)]"-2

= (2»/r(»-i)if-*ra"2,(-i)*",(ï:i)«*.

Using (3.5) this becomes, with Zk = Z + k,

(3.12) ZkXk = (-\)k^(2tri)-"(n -l)("kZ]) I? - z\~2"   on|z|= 1.

Thus we have also succeeded in uncoupling the boundary condition on P into a set

of scalar boundary conditions.

Since Xa is invariant, we may interpret (3.12) as an equation in Dn+X. Thus to find

Xk we must solve the boundary value problems (3.11) and (3.12) in Dn+X.

We will solve the boundary value problem in two steps. First let

(3-13) ** = Z*X*-

Since A„+xZk - ZkAn+x = A„+1, ebk must solve

<bk(t, z) = (-l)k-\2m)-"(n - l)(l Z \) If - z\-2\       z E bDn+x.

This is the Dirichlet problem in Dn+X, and with the given boundary data we can

solve for ebk explicitly using the Kelvin transform (inversion in bDn+x). The unique

solution is

(3.14) epk(t, z) = (-l)^,(277/)-"(« - l)("k Z Î)t-,

where

t(£,z)= l-z-f-z--f + |z|2|f|2.

It remains to find a harmonic solution to (3.13).

Lemma 3.15. Suppose <#> is real analytic near the origin in C"+x. Then for k > 1 the

unique real analytic function x, such that Zkx — eb, is given by

(3.16) xU, z)= Ceb(z,tz)tk'xdt.
Jo

Proof. Let

cb(z) = 2aaßz«z>).
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Then if x(z) = 2 baßzazß, we have

Zkx = 2(k + \ß\)baPz'z*.

Thus Zkx = <¡> if and only if baß = aaß(k + \ß\)~[. The power series for x clearly

converges and we have

= (\(z,tz)tk-xdt.
h

In the case at hand we have, therefore,

tk~xdt
(3.17)   X* = (-l)*",(2*ir(»-l)(ïIî)/'

(l-z-f-íz--f + /|z|2|f|2)"

Notice that x* is harmonic in 7)„+1 and satisfies (3.13). Using the notation o = 1 —

f • z we have

x.=(-fKw^ t) /„'-'-'[»+°o - »r *.
The integral can be evaluated explicitly (substitute í = as/(as + t(1 — j))) and we

get

(3.18)        x*=(-o*"Wr"2 ("¡"i~])a-v--,

completing the proof of Theorem 2.24.

Remark 3.19. The functions x*, 1 < k < n — 1, depend on «. For fixed /c and n,

let /? = A: and q = n - k, and let Xp,q(r> P» w. w) denote x*(£, z) considered as a

function of r, p E R+ and »EC. Let

P       -    92  4-        92     4.-   a2     t-       82      W    -L    *3

and let

Z  = r— + w^— + p.
p        dr dw

Finally, let

V« (-if '(2,ir(i + ? - 1)(' ^! j 2)(r - w - w + p)"".

Then the boundary value problem (3.11), (3.12) on Dn+X, in the r, p, w coordinates,

becomes

(3-20) £p,9XP,, = 0   and   2.pxp.q = V<?       onr=l.

Assuming one can guess the solution

(3.21) Xi, = Vat
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in the special case p = q = 1, the solutions xp,q can he found in general using the

method of Dadok and Harvey [DH]. Namely, define xp q recursively by

(3-22) QXp.q+\ = oxp.q/ow,

(3-23) PXp+uq=-oxp,q/ow,

and then verify that xp,q satisfies (3.20) by induction. Perhaps it is also worth noting

that

(3-24) °XP.q/°r = ppxp+\,q   and    dxp,q/op = prxp+\.q-

4. Explicit kernels for other domains. Motivated by the expression for the kernel of

# ° N on the ball derived in the preceding sections, we can give an explicit kernel for

a general strictly pseudoconvex domain Œ C C" that retains many of the properties

of # ° N. We will again denote this kernel by P(f, z) and it is given by the same

formula as (2.25).

(4.1) P = B- S + dA.

Here P(f, z) is again the Bochner-Martinelli kernel (see (2.16)), S(f, z) is a "Szegö-

like" kernel given by

(4.2) Stt,z) = aA(3a)"~',

and (see (2.27))

(4.3) ¿(f,z) = oA/jA 2 (aa)k~lA(dß)"~k-\
k=\

We need only define the basic one-forms a and ß for the domain ti.

Let r denote a defining function for Ü (i.e. ñ = {z|r(z) < 0}, vr ¥= 0 on bti)

assumed to be infinitely differentiable and strictly plurisubharmonic near ¿?ß. Set

(4.4) T(f,z)=|f-zP + r(f)r(z)

and

(4.5) ß = {2mYXT-\$-z)-d($-z)

(compare (2.29); notice that if Ü = Dn, and r(z) =\z\2 — 1, then t(J, z) = 1 — I ■ z

-f-z" + |f|2|z|2).

To construct a we must work harder. It is instructive to first consider the case

when r is strictly convex. In this case set

K,tt) = dr($)/d$j,       Kj<n,

(4.6) a(f,i) = «(fHf-2)-r(f),    a = (2^y,a'xu ■ d(^ - z).

Since p is strictly convex, we have, by Taylor's formula,

2Reo-a,z) = 2ReM(n- (f-z)-2r(f)

= -r(S) r(n + 2Re2^(f)(^-fy) -r(f) - r(z) + H(f, z),
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where the remainder term satisfies P(f, z) 3* C|f — z|2. Thus a is well defined and

not zero in Í2 X ñ — Afta. Thus a. A, and S are well defined. In addition we have

(4.7) 2Reotf,z)s*CT(f,z).

In the nonconvex case we have to imitate the Henkin construction (see [H2] or

[O]). Let

a0tf,z) = -r(O- 2 Jftt)(*,-f,)
7=1   ^

1     "       d2r
~2    2    9p^(0(2y-*})(**-f*)-

Then a0 is holomorphic in z and, by Taylor's theorem,

2Reo0(Ç,z) = -r($)-r(z) + R(Ç,z)

where |7?(f, z) |< C, | f — z |2. Since r is strictly plurisubharmonic we also have

P(?,z)>C2|f-z|2   if|f-z|<8.

Let

W = logaoa,z)3z[x(|z-f|)],.

where x E C0°°(R) satisfies x(0 = 1 if '_< 8/2 and x(0 = 0 ii t > 8. For e suffi-

ciently small the form u is smooth and 3 closed in S2£ = {z | r(z) < e) for all f with

|r(f)|<£. By standard arguments there is a smooth function y(f, z) defined for

| p(01< e and z E ßf such that 3zy(f, z) = to, and y(f, f ) = 0. Set

,,    .      ktt,*KY(?'z)    if|f-z|<5/2,
(4.8) a(f, z) = ^     ,
V     ' [exioga0-Y if|£-z|>8/2.

Then

(4.9) a(f, z) is holomorphic for z E ße for fixed f with|r(f ) |< e.

a(f.f) = «b(f.O,

(4.10) Rea(f,z)>c[-r(0-K2) + K-z|2]    if |r(f)|, K*) < e.

If we set G(f, tv, z) = a(f, z) — a(f, w) then G(f, z, z) = 0. By standard solutions

of the division problem there exist smooth functions g.(f, w, z) holomorphic in

(w, z) such that

G(?, w, z) = 2 £>(?> *> z)(^, - z7)-

7 = 1

Since a(f, £) = a0(f, f ) = -r(£), we have

a(f,z)=  Ígj&ízWj-zJ-ra-).
7=1

Thus if we set h ■(£, z) = gy(f, f, z), we have

aa,z) = «a,z)(r-z)-ra).
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Now to define the 1-form a we choose $ E C°°(C") with

0    ifr(f)<-2e/3,

Then we define

ifr(?)>-£/3.

(4.11) a = (2m)-l<t>($)o($, z)"'W(f, z)-d(S ~ z).

By (4.10) a(f, z) ^ 0 for (f, z) E ß X ß unless ? = z£ ¿>ß. Thus the kernels 5

and A defined by (4.2) and (4.3) are well defined on ß X ß. Furthermore S(Ç, z) is

an n, n — 1 form with no dz's because of (4.9). Thus the kernel

(4.12) K(lz) = dS(t,z) = (da)"

is an n, n form with no c/z's. From (4.1) and (4.12) we have

(4.13) 3Pa,z) = [A]-7vU,z).

We will show later that Kisa projection onto holomorphic (/?,0) forms.

For estimating the kernel P it is convenient to separate it into its tangential and

normal parts in f, the variable of integration. This is achieved by calculating d~A.

Theorem 4.14. For f near ¿?ß, we have

7>tt. z) = b A (3ft)--' - ß A (dß)"-] + r{i)E,

+ 3/-U) A £2 + r(fM:)i3 + 5[r(f)r(z)] A £4,

w/ieve

«-1

£,(f, z) = - (2«)"" 2 o-'-V-'iS- z)-d(S - z) A[du-d(Ç - z)Y
7 = 0

A[d(^-z)-d(t-z)]'
ln-y-1

Vi ~ ¿7"!

n-1

£2(£, z) = (277/)"" 2 ja-J-hJ-'u-dO; ~z)A (f - =).*(£ - z)
7 = 0

A[3« •</(£ - z)]^' A[rf(f - z)-d(t - z)Y~J-\

n-\

£3(f, z) = - (277/)"" 2 o-J-V-'u-dU - z) A[du-d($ - z)]J
7 = 0

A[d{ï-z)-d{S-z)]n-J-\

n-2

£4(f, z) = (277/)-" 2 (« -7 - l)a->-V^--tt-rf(f - z) A (f - z)-d(f - z)
7 = 0

A[3M ■ ¿a - z)]J A[¿(f - z")-¿(J-- z)]
«-y-2

Proof. We take f close enough to Z?ß so that <f>(f ) = 1. This is then a special case

of Theorem B.6.
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It will be useful to rewrite the result of Theorem 4.14. First notice that

If - z|-2" - r"" = r(z)r(f)T-' 2 If -z\-*"-k\-k.
k = 0

Hence

where

b A (ob)"-1 ~ßA (3/3)       = r(z)r(t)T-%(Ç, z),

(4.15) Kx(t,z) = (2mYn\ |f - z^^f - z)-rf(f - z)
A:=0

A[d(f-z)-rf(f-z)]'

Set

(4.16)
7v2(f,z) = £,+r(z)£3 + 3/-(z)A£4,

7v3(f,z) = £2 + /-(z)£4.

Then by Proposition 4.4,

P(f, z) = r(z)r(f Jt-'A-, + rtf )*2 + 3>(J) A 7v3.

To facilitate the estimation of these kernels we note the following inequalities.

(4.17) t = |J - z|2 + r(z)r($) <\¡ - z|2 + /-(z)2 + /-(f)2 < Ct.

(4.18) C,|a|2<r<C2|a|.

The first inequality in (4.17) is trivial. The second follows by showing that t

majorizes each term. To show that t majorizes r(z)2, for example, we look for the

minimum point of t(£, z) for f E ß, with z fixed. If the minimum occurs with

f E ¿?ß, then r(f, z) = d(z, bü)2 > Cr(z)2. If the minimum occurs with f E ß, then

Vfr(f, z) = 0, so

|f-z|=i|r(z)||Vrr(f)|

and, again, r(f, z) >|f - z|2 > C|r(z)|2.

This first inequality in (4.18) follows from (4.17) and the elementary inequality

|o-a,z)|<C(|£-z|+|rtt)|).

The second inequality is a consequence of (4.10).

The next proposition will summarize the results of the last few paragraphs.

Proposition 4.19. We have

p(r,z) = p,(f,z) + p2a,z) + p3(f,z)

where

P1(f,z) = /-(z)r(r)T-'7via,z),

P2(L z) = r(S)K2(!;, z) ' and   P3(f, z) = 3r(J) A K3{£, z).
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The kernels satisfy the following estimates:

|7C,(f,z)|<CK-z|'-2",    Ià^z^CM-'t'/2-",

|7v3(f,z)|<C|a|-2T3/2-«.

Proposition 4.19 shows the character of the kernel P as exhibited by the three

summands. The term P, contains the singularity along the diagonal of ß, but it has

the nice feature that it vanishes if either variable is on the boundary. The term P2 is

smooth in ß X ß except on the diagonal of the boundary of ß. It vanishes for

f E /?ß and satisfies an estimate that is elliptic in character. The last term, P3, is also

smooth on ß X ß except on the diagonal of /?ß. It satisfies the worst estimate, but

acts only on the tangential components of forms.

It is interesting to notice that the distribution transpose (not the L2 adjoint) of the

kernel N for the 3-Neumann problem is the solution kernel for the 3-Dirichlet

problem. Consequently, it is true on any strictly pseudoconvex domain that the

kernel of d ° N has vanishing tangential part in f (the variable of integration).

Proposition 4.19 shows that it is this boundary property that the kernel P has in

common with the kernel of # ° N on general domains. This fact is of some

importance, since it is this property of P that enables us to use P to solve the

inhomogeneous Cauchy-Riemann equations on ß. This fact is made explicit in (c) of

the next result and the following remark.

Definition 4.20. Let GJ\Lp'q denote the space of /?, q forms on ß having finite

measures for coefficients.

Theorem 4.21. Suppose rf, dr A/ E 91L*.

(a) The integral

Pf(z)=(    Ptf,z)A/tt)
J(ei2

exists a.e. and Pf E L'loc(ß).

(b) Suppose {cbk} is a sequence of bounded functions with compact support in ß,

which converges boundedly to the characteristic function of il. Then

Pf= lim P(4>kf),
A-* oc

where the limit is in L'loc(ß).

(c) Suppose, in addition, that rdf, drAdfEVt*. Then P3/EL'loc(ß), Kf E

L\œ(Sl)and

f- Kf=dPf+ Pdf.

Proof, (a) and (b) are immediate from Proposition 4.19.

To prove (c) choose 4> E C'(R) such that

1,    r«-l,

and set ebk(z) = \p(kr(z)). Then since epk f has compact support in ß we have

(4.22)

ebkf-K(ebkf) = dP(ebkf) + P3(</>,/) = dP(ebkf) + P(<¡>,3/) + P(d<bk A/).
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Notice that if /is a (/?, o) form, then/ E 91L/''0, so K(cbkf) -» Kf. All other terms in

(4.22) except P(dcbk A/) converge using (b) and we get

/- Kf= 3P/+ P3/+ lim P(debk A/).
k —' oo

Since 3>,(f ) = £t//(Mf ))3>(f),

P(°4>k A/) = />(f, z) A **'(*r(f))3>(J) A/(f)

= /Mf MMf ))[/-(z)T-'7i,(f, *) + K2(f, z)] A 3r(f) A/(f).

Now dr Af has measure coefficients. The remainder of the integrand is uniformly

bounded for z in compact subsets of ß and tends to zero pointwise as k -» oo.

Therefore the integral converges to zero.

Remark. Suppose rf, dr A/e 911* and 3/ = 0. Then by (c) of Theorem 4.21,

f-Kf=dPf.
Suppose/ E GJ\Lp-°. Then we have Pf = 0, since P(f, z) A /(f) is of degree at most

n — 1 in dl'. Hence,

Kf = f   iifEGyip-°anddf = 0,

so Tí" is a projection onto holomorphic/?, o forms as we have advertised. On the other

hand if rf E <9lp'q, dr A f E 6)lp'q+ ', and 3/ = 0, then Kf = 0, so

/ = 3P/   if rf E Vl"'", dr AfE GÏÏL»'q+x, and 3/ = 0.

Thus P is a solution operator for 3 in ß.

The different characters of the pieces of the kernel P are reflected in the estimates

that each satisfies. We will give two examples. The first result (Theorem 4.23)

provides a more direct proof of the Henkin-Skoda Theorem [H], [S]. The second

result (Theorem 4.26) is an accumulation of estimates for the kernel P which are

standard for other similar kernels.

Theorem 4.23. Suppose fand \r\'x/2dr A f e 9H*. Then Pf has boundary values in

L\bQ).

Proof. We will show that

(4.24)    /  |P/(z)|í/5(z)<c/[|/(f)|+|r(f)r'/2|3r(f)A/(f)|]í/\(f)

for/ having compact support in ß. The result then follows using Theorem 4.21(b).

We have

P,/(z) = 0,       zEM2,

P2f(z)=fr(t;)K2(!;,z)Af(t;),

P3/(z)=/7c-3(f,z)A3r(f)A/(f).
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Thus to prove (4.24) we must prove

/      |7v2(f,z)|¿S(z)<M|/-(f)r\
Jz<EbSl

f      \K^,z)\dS(z)^M\r(n\'i/2
Aeftn

with M a constant independent of f.

For f close to bü fixed, we need only estimate the integral over a neighborhood of

z0 E /?ß, where z0 is the closest point in bü to f which also satisfies Im a0(f, z0) = 0.

We choose coordinates (y, w) E R X C"-1 for Z?ß with v = Ima0(f, z) and w(z0) =

0. Then

|a(f,z)|>C|a0(f,z)|>c[|r(f)|+|^|+|w|2],

T(f,z)=|f-z|2»C(|/-(f)|+|.y|+|w|)2.

In the first case 17C2(f, z)|< C\o\~xt]/2~", so it suffices to estimate (with s =\w\)

s2"-3dsdy

ff
Jo  ->o   (|r(f)|-r-_F + ,2)(|,(?)|+JÍ + í)2"-1"

Set y =\r(Ç)\y',s = \r(Ç)\s' and this becomes

J0    J0     (1  +y)(\  +y + s)2n

In the second case we use 17i"3(f, z) |< C\a \'2t3/2~", so it suffices to estimate

i2"-3dsdy_/•CO       AQU

J°    -t)     (]r{t)l+y + s2)X]r(!;)\+y + s)
2n-3

dyds _ fx       ds ¡f\<-\/2fx    ds,-,--aya,-,--as-=|r(f)|-,/2/

00  (k(f)l+>' + ^2)2    ° lKf)l+i2 Jo  i+52

Perhaps the most important application of the kernel approach to complex

analysis is the Henkin-Skoda Theorem [H], [S].

Theorem 4.25. If T is a Blaschke divisor on ß (i.e. rT E 91L1,1) which vanishes in

772(ß, Z), ¿/zen fTzeve exists a meromorphic function Fon ß in the Nevanlinna class with

the prescribed divisor T.

This result is a consequence of being able to solve deb = f with the estimates of

Theorem 4.23.

Theorem 4.26. (a) Forj — \,2we have

Pj is of weak type ( 1, 2n/ (2n — 1 )),

\\Pjf\\q^C\\f\\p,     \/q=\/p-\/2n,     \<p<2n,

ll^-/lk<cll/%.    «=1-2«//»,    2n<p<K.
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(b) Forj = 3 we have

P3m oj'weak type (1,(2« + 2)/ (2n + 1)),

\\P)f\\q<C\\f\\p,     \/q=\/p-\/(2n + 2),    \<p<2n + 2,

IIVHa.<Q/II,.    « = 1/2 - (« + 1)/P,    2« + 2</?<co.

Proof. Estimates of this type are fairly standard for explicit kernels of the type of

P. See for instance [HR] or [Kr]. We will give an outline only. See [GS] for a

complete discussion of estimates for the 3-Neumann problem.

From Proposition 4.19 and inequalities (4.10), (4.17), and (4.18) we see that

|P7(f,z)|<C|f-z|'-2",      y'=l,2.

Consequently, the first two parts of (a) follow from standard fractional integral

inequalities. P, =77-77,, where B = b A (db)"~] is the Bochner-Martinelli kernel

and P, = ß A (3/3)""'. The third part of (a) is standard for B. For P, we notice that

I v2P,(f - z)|< Ct-" < ciapy/2-".

Similarly we notice that

|VzP2(f,z)|<C|ar'T'/2-".

We have, for example, with \/p + \/q = 1,

|VP2/(z)|<(/|V2P2(f,z)NA(f))   Vil,-

If we show that

«(i-î)

then it follows that

(4.27) f(\a\-xr^2-"YdX(n^C\r(z)\2^
Jet

|VP2/(z)|<C|r(z)|-2"/"L

and the inequality

II*i/IIa-<C||/II„.       a=\-2n/p,

follows by a standard argument.

It remains to prove (4.27). For z fixed but near ¿?ß, we choose coordinates

(jc, y, w) E R2n with x = -r(f ),y = Imo0(f, z). Then

\a\> C(\r(z)\+x + |^|),    r^C(\r(z)\+x + |>-| +|w|)2.

Thus it suffices to estimate

dx dy dw¡If
J&   (\r(z)\+\x\ +\y\)q(\r(z)\+\x\ +\y\ +|W|),(2b   l) '

Setting w = (\r(z)\ +\x\ +\y\)w' we get

dw r r dx dy
= \r( ~

r(z)\^0-,)(_öw_ rr_axay_

¡ (\+\w\Yan-')i} (l+|x|+|^|)2"(<?-')+2'
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We now turn to the proof of (b). For the first two inequalities, we reduce the proof

to a theorem of Folland and Stein [FS] by showing

\{f e ß||P3(f, z)|> /} < cr<2"+2)/<2"+1>,

x{z e ß||P3(f, z)|> r) < a-<2"+2)/(2"+1),

where C is a constant independent of z or f.

If / is large and | P3(f, z) |> /, then z and f must be close and near the boundary of

ß. Thus with z fixed, for example, the set of f where | P3(f, z) |> t is contained in a

coordinate patch with coordinates (x, y, w) E R X R X R2"~2, where x = -p(f)

and^ = Ima0(f, z). Then since

|P3(f,z)|^C|a|-2T3/2-«,

and

|a|^C(|r(z)|+x + |v|+|w|2)>C(x + |^|+|w|2),

t^C(|/-(z)|+x + |);|+M)2^CM2,

it suffices to show that

(4.28) X(U,) *£ Cr<2"+2)/(2"+l),

where

U,= {(x,y,w)\\w\2"-3{\x\+\y\+\w\2)2<\/t}.

Under the diffeomorphism

x = t-2/(2n + l)x^     y- r2/(2n+iy5      w _ (-1/(2«+ 1)^

Ut is the image of Ux. Thus

A(L,) = /-(2"+2)/(2"+1)À(i/,).

Since X(UX) < oo, (4.28) is verified. The result with f fixed is proved in exactly the

same way.

To prove the third inequality in (b) we proceed as we did in (a). We notice that

|V.P3(f, z)|<C|o|-V/2-".

We will show that

f(\o\-\3/2-")qdx(s) ^ c|/-(z)r"<,/2+(n+i)/^

iip > n — j. The result then follows as before. Using the same coordinate system as

before, with the inequalities

|a|>C(|r(z)|+|x|+|^|+|w|2),    t3*C|w|2,

we must estimate

fff(\r(z)\+\x\+\y\+\w\2y3q\w\-(2"-3)qdxdydw.
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Settings = (|r(z)| +|x| +|^|)I/2W we get

f      {l+\w\2y3q\w\-<2"-^qdw (i{\r(z)\+\x\+\y\)"-]-<n + 3/2)qdxdy
Jn2n — 2 J J

= C\r(z)\'q{X/2+("+X)/p)

provided q < (2n — 2)/(2n — 3) (or p > 2n — 2).

Appendix A: Invariant forms. One of the key elements in the identification of the

kernel of ê ° N is Lemma 3.4, which characterizes the n, n — 2 forms w on D X D

which are invariant under the diagonal action of the unitary group U(n) and satisfy

(A.l) a A d(ij - Zj) = 0,       j= 1,2,...,«.

In this appendix we will prove Lemma 3.4 together with some other results about

invariant forms and functions.

Suppose u E U(n). We will indicate the diagonal action of u on D X D by

n(f, z) = (uf, uz). If a? is a differential form on D X 7), then h*w is the pull-back of

a? under this action. The form « is invariant if w*« = « for every u E U(n).

We will start by characterizing the invariant functions. Obviously,

r=\z\2,    p=|f|2,    w = f-z,    and    w = f-z

are invariant. Let S = {(r, p, w) E R X R X C: 0 < r < 1, 0 < p < 1, |w|2 =£ rp}.

Proposition A.2. A real analytic function f: D X D -» C is U(n) invariant if and

only if there exists a real analytic function g: S -> C such that

/(f,z)=g(|z|2,|f|2,z-f).

Moreover, f uniquely determines g if n > 2, while for « = l, g is unique modulo the

ideal generated by rp — \w\2.

Proof. We will give a proof for n>2. For « = 1 the proof is similar.

Let i|/: D X D - S denote the map »Kf, z) = (|z |2, | f |2, z • f ). Then

^*:6E(5)-ÉEinv_(7)X7))>

where â(S) denotes the space of real analytic functions on 5 and &im(.D X D)

denotes the real analytic functions on D X D which are U(n) invariant. We must

show that \p* is an isomorphism. Obviously ip* is one-to-one since \p is onto for

« 3s 2. It suffices to show that \p* is onto near each point (f0, z0) E D X D. We will

give the proof when (f0, z0) = (0,0), which is the most difficult case.

Since it suffices to prove that yp*(gk) — fk for each homogeneous polynomial fk in

the Taylor expansion of/, we may assume that/E &im(D X D) is a homogeneous

polynomial. Let X = {(X, s,/)eCXRXR) and define <f>: X^CXC" by

<í>(\, 5, 0 = (X, s,0,... ,0; f,0,... ,0). Then

eb*(f)(X,s,t)=f(X,s,0,...,0;t,0,...,0).

The invariance of/implies that

eb*(f)(X,S,t)=eb*(f)(-X,-S,-t)     and     eb*(f)(X,S,t)=<t>*(f)(X,-S,t).
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Thus <b*(f) is an even polynomial of degree 2m which is even in s. Therefore,

**(/)=      2     a2im^k(X,X)tk(s2 + \X\2)J,
k + 2j*i2m

where each a (X, X) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree/?. Hence

eb*(\z\2»'f) =     2     a2(m_J)_k(t\,t\)ñ''+»{s* + \\r')J
k + 2j<m

= r{laXm_J,_k(w,w)rk+Jpj).

For z, f E C" given, there exists u E U(n) with

uz = (\z\ ,0.0) = (/^,0,...,0)

and

*.(i±.!iA£i.0.o) = U.y53ïF.o.oí.
lui      I-I I    \fi  V      ' )

Therefore <#>* is 1-1. In particular, /-"'/= lla2(m,^_k(w, w)rk+JpJ. By rearranging

terms and cancelling powers of r we see that there is a nonnegative integer k0 and

polynomials bk(p, w, w) such that

N

(A.3) r*o/=  2 rkbk(p,w,w)
k = 0

and ¿>0 is not identically zero. It remains to show that k0 = 0, so suppose k0 > 0.

Since b0 is not identically zero, there is a p0 ¥^ 0 and vv0 7= 0 such that /?0(p0, w0, h^)

¥= 0. If we evaluate (A.3) at z = pô1/2(w0, r,0,.. .,0), s = (po1/2,0,... ,0), we get

(A.4) p-0k»(\w0\2 + t2)k«F(t)=  2 (\w0\2 + t2)kbk(p0,w0,w0)

k = 0

where £ is a polynomial in t. The identity between polynomials in the real variable /

extends to the complex plane, and if we set t — i \ w0 |, we conclude that

b0(p0, w0, w0) — 0, which is a contradiction. Thus k0 = 0 and (A.3) expresses / E

tPinv(7) X D) as a polynomial in r, p, w and w. This proves/ = if*(g).

Let $"^(7) XT)) denote the space of real analytic forms to on Dn X Dn which are

[/(«) invariant and satisfy (A.l), or, equivalen tly,

» = «Arf(f, -z,)A-.-Ad(fn-zn),

where a is a 0, /? form which satisfies

(A.5) u*a = (detw)-'a    for all 1/ E U(n).

Let % denote the space of all functions a ( = /) satisfying (A.5) (the special case

p = 0).

Theorem A.6. (a) For « = 1, % is the module over &im(D X D) generated by z and

f with relations rf — wz = vvf — pz = 0.

(b) For « = 2, 5i ii the free module over éEinv(7) XT)) generated by the function

« -¿"if2 -¿"2f,.

(c) For « > 3, 5C = {0}.
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Proof. As in the proof of Theorem A.2 we may assume that / is a homogeneous

polynomial. Consider u(z,,...,z„ ) = (z,,..., zn_,, -zn ). Then

(A.7) **(/) = -*•(«•/)•

If « 3* 3 then eb*(u*f) = <i>*(/) and, hence, <>*/= 0, so /= 0, completing the

proof of (c).

For « = 2, the proof is very similar to that of Theorem A.2. The invariance

property (A.7) implies that ep*f(X,-s, t) = -eb*f(X, s, t). There are polynomials

fl*B-/)-*-i suchthat

*•(/)(*, S, t) = i2*2Cm-,)-*-.(A, A)'*(S2 + |A|2)'.

Henee

cb*(r"'+xf) = st2a2(m^n^x(tX,tX)ñk+^s2 + \X\2)J

= **(«2«a(«-»-*-i(w,w)r*+V).

From this point the proof proceeds as before.

The proof for « = 1 is left to the reader.

The next result includes Lemma 3.4 as part (b). Let (3,"¿"~2(k - 1, « — k — 1)

denote the space of real analytic forms on Dn X Dn of'bidegree «, « — 2 which

contain exactly k — 1 ciz's and n — k — \ d$'s. Here 1 </:<«— 1.

Theorem A.8. (a) t£"n^(T) X T)) = 0/<?/-/?<«- 3.

(b)

n-I

«r. 2(# x o) = 2 © cr2(* -1, « - k -1)
/t=i

ö«c7 each ii"n"~2(k — \, n — k — \) is the free module over &im(D X D) generated by

(A.9)

co, = *.¿(J - z) A f  -d(S - z) A[dz-d($ - z)]k~X A[¿f -¿(f - z)]"-*-1.

Proof. First consider the case « = 2. We must have/? = « — 2 = 0 and jfc = 1.

(a) is vacuous and (b) is just Theorem A.6(b) since

(f>2 - f>",Mf, - zx) A d($2 - z2) = f  -rf(f - z)z-d(£ - z) = -co,.

The result for general « will be proved by reduction to the case n = 2 using the

next lemma.

Lemma A. 10. Suppose co E &"¿p(k - « + /?, « - k) has constant coefficients. If

p 7= «, co = 0. If p = «, i«e« co « a constant multiple of

[dz-d{S-z)]kA[dï -¿(f-z)]"-*.

Proof. We will proceed by induction on «. For « = 1 the result is trivial. Suppose

the result is true for « - 1. If co E &";P(k — n + p, n - k) then there exist forms

r/„ tj2, i)3, t)4 E £^-,-*(Z)n_1 Xfl„_,) such that

co = (t,, + t,2 A dzn + t,3 A cif„ + t,4 A dz„ A JfJ A c/(f„ - z„).
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Let uz — (z,,...,z„_,, e'ezn). Then

co = u*u = {e'%x + t,2 A dz„ + T)3 A c7f„ + e-'er,4 A dzn A d£„) A c/(f„ - z„).

Thus Tj, = Tj4 = 0. By the induction hypothesis

i,2 = a[c/z-' -c7(f - z)]*"' A[c/f'c7(f - z)]""*,

1,3 = B[dz'-d(S - z)]k A[d?-d($ - z)]"'k,

where a, ß E C and z' = (z,,... ,z„_,,0). Hence

co = a[c7z--J(f - z)]''1 a[#    <7(f - z)]""* A </*„ A ¿(f„ - z„)

+/?[dz  <7(f - z)]k/\[dï   d(t - z)Y~k'] A dln A d(tn - zn)

= a(k - \)\dzd{l - z)Y~2 A[d£   <7(f - z)Y~k

Adzn_x A c7(f„_, - z„_,) A dz, A </(f„ - z„)

+ a(n - k)[dz -d(t - z)Y~l[dí -d(t - z)]"-*-'

A<£_, A c/(f„_, - z„_.) A ciz-,, A c7(f„ - z„)

+ &[<£   <7(f - z)]*"' A[c/f  -c7(f - z)]"-*-1

Adz" _, A ,/(£,_, - z„_,) A rff„ A ¿(f„ - z„)

+/j(« - k - \)[dz-d(s- z)]k A[d¿ -d(s- z)Y~k~2

Ad$„_x A «/(£,_, - zn_x) A dl A </(f„ - z„).

Let uz — (z,,.. -,z„_2, z„, z„_,). Then w*co = co, so ßk = a(n — k). Consequently,

there is a constant y such that a — ky and ß = (n — k)y. From (A.ll) it follows

that

co = y[dl-d(t - z)]kA[d£   d(t - z)Y'k

and the lemma is proved.

For co E &"mPyD X D) = ffj£ define »//(to): T)2 X T)2 - A"-'(C" X C") by

^(co)(f,z) = co(f,,f2,0,...,0;zl,z2,0.0).

Clearly

<|/(co) E a2-0 ® A"-2-'(C"~2 X C"~2) © (?2J <8> A""2-''"I(C"-2 X C"-2)

®&2-2 ® A""2^-2(C"-2 X C'2).

The invariance of co implies that ^(o>) is invariant under the diagonal action of

U(n - 2) on C"^2 X C"2. But then Lemma A.10 implies that co = 0if/?<«-3

and M«) e 6E2,0 ® A""2'""2 if p = « - 2. Suppose co E EB^f2^ - 2, n - k). Then

i//(co) is invariant under ¿7(2) and U(n — 2). Hence the case « = 2 and Lemma A. 10

imply that there is a function/(r, w, w, p) such that, with z' = (z,, z2,0,... ,0),

*(«) =/(r, w, w, p)z' -<7(f - z) A f' -¿(f - z)

A[dz-d{S-z)]"-lA[d£ -d(t-z)Y~k"

= *(ß-d{$-z)A f -¿(f - z) A[c/z- -c7(f - z)]*"1 a[# -J(f - z)]""*"1).

Since i// is 1-1 it follows that co = fuk and Theorem A.8(b) is proved.
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Appendix B: A formal identity. Let u and v denote C" valued functions of

z, f E C", and consider the important 1,0 forms:

a_u-d($-z) b_vd($-z)

«• (f -z) ' v (f -z) '

where the dot denotes summation from 1 to «.

Let 3 denote the total 3 on C" X C".

Theorem B.l.

a A (3a)"   ' - b A (3è)"~
n-\

aAbA^ (da)J~l A(db)"-J-]

7=1

on the complement of the set where either u • (f — z) or v ■ (f — z) vanish.

Proof.

n-\

a Ab A 2 (3a)7~' A (db)"'J
7=1

n-\ n-\

= 6 A 2 (3a)7'A (3/?)"^' -a A J (da)J~' A(db)"~J
7=1 7=1

= aA(3a)""'-/?A(3/7)"-1

+ ¿> A 2 (oa)' A (db)"-'-' - a A 2 W A (30)"^.
7=0 7=1

That is, for any 1,0 forms a and b, we have the useful identity

n-\

(B.2)    3 a Ab A 2 (da)''1 A(db)"-J-'

7=1

n-1

= a A (da)"     - b A (3ft)"   ' + (b - a) A 2 (3a)7 A (U)"'J~\

7 = 0

Let X = (f — z) • 3/3f denote the Euler vector field. Note that

(B.3) A-Ja=l    and   XJft=l.

Since A'J3a = -d(XJa),

(B.4) A'JSa = 0   and   Xlob = 0.

Therefore XJ(a A (3a)*) = (3a)* and similarly with a replaced by /?.

The form a Ab A (da)J A (db)"~J~x, j — 0,...,n — 1, vanishes identically since

it is of degree n + 1 in </(f — z). Therefore

0 = Xl(a Ab A (da)J A (db)"~J~l) = (b - a) A (da)J A (ob)n~J~\

completing the proof.

Remark. The identity B.l is a very important special case of Theorem 4.10 in

Harvey and Polking [HP1]. We include the proof (of the special case) here so that it

can be modified in the following.
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Consider the 1,0 forms

(B.5) «=-4^,       ß^-dH-z)
X ¡i

where the denominators in a and b have been replaced by arbitrary scalar functions

X and ft of z and f.

Theorem B.6.

n-\

a A/? A  2  (3«)y      A (3/3)'"
7=1

a A (da)"   ' - ß A (3/3)
«-i

+ (l-(A-Ja))"2(9M-J(/"¿))^A/3A(3/3)^-1
7 = 0  * '

3[A(1 -(A-J«))l "Z.1    _    .  ,      ,_  .__,_,

7 = 0

-(l-(A-J/3))"2'«A(3aVA(^-^-^)""y"
y=o \ ^ '

+ a[,0 -(xjffl] a A ̂  A .-■ (n _^ ixfay a        ,_
M 7 = 0

Proof. The identity (B.2) remains valid with a replaced by a and ¿? replaced by ß.

Therefore, it remains to compute

(ß-a) A  2 (3a)/A(3/3)"-7"'.
7=o

Again the forms a A ß A (da)J A (dß)"~j~x vanish for/ = 0,...,« — 1 and, hence,

(B.7)

0= (xj(aA(da)J)) A ß A(dß)"~J~l - ( Xj( ß A (3/3)""^')) A a A (3a)',

Since 3a = 3« • c7(f — z)/X — (3À/A)a, the binomial theorem implies that

(M)       (8.y = (8»-^-'))>-^A.A(8-',«-")J"

= (=4^i)'-7|A„A(5„y-,

A-j(a A (da)J) = (XJa)(oa)J +j(XAda) A a A (3a)y~'

= (A'Ja)(3a)-'-j3(ArJa) A a A (3a)7"'

= (3a)7 - (1 - (A-Ja))(3a)y + /3~(l - (AT Ja)) A a A (da)J~\
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and using the expansion (B.8) for (da)J this equals

(3a)7- (1 - (Xla))(du-d(X- z)/X)J

+j[d(\ - (Xla)) +(1 - (A-Ja))(3A/X)] A«A(3tt)r'

= (i.y-(l -(XJ.))( j^i> )'+/[*(! -(XJ.))], A&cty-,

Hence

(B.9) Xj(a A (da)J) = (3a)7- (l - (X la))(du ■ d(? - z)/X)'

+/'(3[A(1 - (XJa))]/X) Aa A(3a)7-'.

Now, substitution of (B.9) and a similar expression for XJ(ß A (dß)n~J~x) into the

expression (B.7) proves the theorem.

Appendix C: The new kernel A as a Cauchy principal value current on C" X C".

The kernel

H-l

A=(2my"aAßA  2 (3a)'"1 A (fj/J)"-'-1
p=\

(2,/)-"j f • a-(f-z)Az--a-(f-z)

,=,(i-f-zr(ifi2izi2-f.z-z--f+i)"""

A[dï ■ d(t - z)Y~] A[d(ç - z)-d(t; - z)Y~p~]

is singular on the set 1 — f • z = 0 since

|ffM2-f -z-f-z"+ 1 =|1 -f -z|2 + |z|2|f|2-|f -z|2>|l -f -z|2.

However, the kernel A can be defined as a Cauchy principal value current on all of

C" X C".

Theorem C.l. The form A, which is smooth on C X C" minus the zero locus of

1 — f • z, defines a Cauchy principal value current on C" X C" by the formula

(C.2) A=  \imXtA,

where xt denotes the characteristic function of {(f, z): 11 — f • z|> e|f |). Moroever,

the kernel A on C" X C" is regular (i.e. A: ^(C") -* S(C")) and extendable (i.e. A:

&'(C) -* öD'(C")). In particular, for all cb E Gi)p'q(C"), the principal value integral

(C.3) (Aeb)(z)= lim / A(!,z)Afâ)

exists with Acb E &p-q~2(C).

Proof. It suffices to show that for each point (f0, z0) £ C" X C" there exists a

product neighborhood (7, X L2 such that (C.3) is valid for all <b E 6Ùp-q(Ux). If

1 — f0z0 ¥= 0 this is automatic since A is smooth in a product neighborhood. If

1 - f0z0 = 0 then.the change of variables (f, z) \-> (f |f \'2, z) converts 1 - f -z to
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f-(f-2)/|f|2, and|f|2|z|2-f-z-f-z"+ 1 to |f-zp/lfl2. Now one can easily

check that this change of variables converts the integral (C.3) to an integral covered

by Proposition 5.16 of Harvey and Polking [HP1] (with w(f, z) = f ). Thus Proposi-

tion 5.16 of [HP1] implies that the limit in (C.3) exists and Aep E bDp-q~2(C") is

smooth. The kernel A is extendable to S'(C") if and only if the transpose kernel A is

regular. The proof that A is regular is similar to the above proof that A is regular

and is omitted.

Remark. Since Proposition 5.16 of [HP1] with w(f, z) = f has been applied to the

proof of Theorem C.l, perhaps it is worth noting that in this case (u = f ) the

coordinate change w — <P.(f ), necessary for the proof of Proposition 5.16 of [HP1],

can be alternately described as follows. Choose an orthonormal frame e,(f),... ,e„(f )

near f 0 * 0 with e„(f ) = f. Let Wj, = <<?;(f), f - z),j = \,...,n. Then |f-z|2 =

| w |2 and wn = f • (f — z) are automatic.

Similar results hold for the Szegö kernel S and the Bergman kernel K.

Theorem C.4. 77/e forms S and K, which are smooth on C" X C" minus the zero

locus of ' 1 — f ■ z, define Cauchy principal value currents on C" X C" by the formulas

(C.5) S =  lim xcS,
f-o+

(C.6) K= lim XtK.
f-0 +

Moreover, the kernels S and K on C" X C" are regular and extendable.

The proof is similar to that of Theorem C.l and is omitted.
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